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h i g h l i g h t s

• A scheduling procedure consisting of a meta-algorithm and priority function is shown.
• A genetic programming approach is used for generating the priority function.
• A comparison of three different approaches of meta-algorithm is made.
• Performances of the suggested approaches are compared with other priority rules.
• Results have shown adaptability of this approach for various optimization criteria.
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a b s t r a c t

Themain task of scheduling is the allocation of limited resources to activities over timeperiods to optimize
one or several criteria. The scheduling algorithms are devised mainly by the experts in the appropriate
fields and evaluated over synthetic benchmarks or real-life problem instances. Since many variants of the
same scheduling problem may appear in practice, and there are many scheduling algorithms to choose
from, the task of designing or selecting an appropriate scheduling algorithm is far from trivial. Recently,
hyper-heuristic approaches have been proven useful in many scheduling domains, where machine
learning is applied to develop a customized schedulingmethod. This paper is concernedwith the resource
constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP) and the development of scheduling heuristics based on
Genetic programming (GP). The results show that this approach is a viable option when there is a need
for a customized scheduling method in a dynamic environment, allowing the automated development of
a suitable scheduling heuristic.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Scheduling is a process that deals with the allocation of re-
sources to tasks over given time periods. It is used on everyday
basis in many manufacturing and services industries. The task of
scheduling is to optimize one ormore objectives. Often, the process
includes some limitations like the capacity of vehicles, working
time of employees, limited funds etc.

The focus of thiswork is on one of the scheduling problemswith
limitations—the resource constrained project scheduling problem
(RCPSP). RCPSP is a problem with two kinds of constraints—
precedence and resource. One job can require other activities to be
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completed before it starts with processing. All jobs need resources
in various amounts, and resources are limited. The goal of solving
RCPSP is to schedule all jobs in a given project in way that all
constraints are met, and one or more criteria are optimized.

Many real life problems can be formulated as RCPSP, and due to
the fact that RCPSP is very hard to solve, many solving methods
were developed. The decision of which solving method to use
must be made depending on the problem characteristics. Usually,
solving methods can be divided into two groups—exact methods
and heuristics. Exact methods are impractical on problems which
have a large number of jobs to schedule, so the heuristic methods
are mostly used. Some heuristic methods show better results on
specific problem instances, but no heuristics that are good for all
problems exist (proven by the No free lunch theorem [1]). Because
of that there are some authors that try to combine different heuris-
tic approaches. A common example of this approach are genetic
algorithms combined with local search methods.
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Since heuristic methods give good results only when applied to
problems containing specific characteristics, thereby being appli-
cation specific, there is a need to rise to a higher level of solving—
searching the space of solving methods, and not searching the
solution space. This is why hyper-heuristics are being developed.
Genetic programming (GP) is one of algorithms that can be used
as a hyper-heuristic which produces new heuristics. This paper
demonstrates the use of GP as a hyper-heuristic to evolve appro-
priate scheduling heuristics for the RCPSP.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 a definition of
RCPSP is given, while in Section 3 a brief overview of methods for
solving RCPSP is given. Section 4 describes how GP can be used in
evolving new scheduling heuristics in form of priority rules. The
results are presented in Section 5, and short conclusion and future
research directions are given in Section 6.

2. RCPSP

In general, the resource constrained project scheduling problem
considers activities and resources. Activities have knowndurations
and resource demands, while resources are of limited availability.
Additionally, activities are linked by precedence relations. The
problem consists of finding a feasible schedule with minimal total
duration by assigning start times to each activity such that the
precedence and resource constraints are satisfied.

All activities constituting the project are defined by the set
A = {A0, . . . , An+1}. By convention the activities A0 and An+1
represent the start and the end of a schedule. These activities are
usually referred to as dummy activities. Duration of activity Ai is
pi, and duration of both dummy activities is 0. An activity cannot
be interrupted once it is started. This property is referred to as not
allowing preemption.

The precedence relation is given by the set E which defines pairs
such that (Ai, Aj) ∈ E means that activity Ai precedes activity Aj.
Additionally, we assume that A0 precedes all other activities and
that An+1 succeeds all other activities.

Generally, resources can be categorized as renewable, non-
renewable and doubly-constrained [2]. In this article we shall work
exclusively with renewable resources which are available at any
given time with full replenishment capacity. Each activity has
demands on resources and in order for an activity to execute, all
demands have to be satisfied. In themost of cases, goal of the prob-
lem is to minimize makespan, i.e. total project duration time, but
objective function can be anything else like profit maximization,
the uniform use of resource etc.

Tomake problem easier to solve for each activity in the problem
instance a variety of properties can be calculated to define the time-
frame in which a specific activity can be scheduled. Let the set of
all activities that can be scheduled at a given time t be defined as
E(t)—the set of eligible activities at time t . Then we can define E(t)
as follows:

E(t) = {Aj : Aj ∈ A, ESj + 1 ≤ t ≤ LFj}, (1)

where ESj stays for the earliest start time of activity Aj, and LFj
for the latest finish time of activity Aj. i.e. each activity Aj can
be scheduled and executed in the given time frame between its
earlier start and latest finish time, where we assume integer time
values. More about how to calculate this time-frame for each
activity can be found in [3] with remark that the aforementioned
calculation procedures assume unlimited resources and rely only
on the precedence relations.

The concrete difficulty of a RCPSP instance depends uponmany
different parameters of which the following are mentioned as
most important in literature [4]: network complexity (NC) and the
effect of resources: resource factor (RF) and resource strength (RS).
Experiments conductedbyKolisch et al. [5] show that a negative but

very weak correlation exists between the network complexity and
the project execution time, while a great magnitude of a positive
correlation between the resource factor and execution time exists
as for a negative correlation between the resource strength and the
execution time.

3. Previous work

RCPSP was introduced in 1963. by Kelley. Even though it is a
more than 50 years old problem, it is still interesting and new
solvingmethods are still being developed. According to the compu-
tational complexity theory, the RCPSP is one of themost intractable
combinatorial optimization problems and belongs to the class of
NP-hard problems [6]. RCPSP solving methods can generally be
divided into exact and heuristic approaches [4].

Exact solving approaches search the complete space of feasible
solutions and therefore guarantee optimality [7]. But the search
space is often of impractical size which makes such approaches
almost useless for a very large number of problem instances [8].
However, in literature there are few examples of exact algorithms
that produce good results on small problem instances like math-
ematical planning [9] and numerical methods like dynamical pro-
gramming [10]. Exact algorithms can be divided into the following
four main categories: Integer Programming [3,11], Implicit Enu-
meration [12,13], Branch-and-bound [14,15], Dynamic Program-
ming [16].

As exact methods are generally not applicable for larger prob-
lem instances, many different heuristic approaches have been de-
veloped. Heuristics differ from exact methods by searching only a
part of the solution spacewhich offers possible better performance
in a given time frame but not optimality. Nevertheless, in most
cases generating a feasible and good enough solution is far more
important than optimality. Therefore heuristic approaches are a
popular and useful option for solving the RCPSP.

Known scheduling heuristics for solving the resource
constrained project scheduling problems can further be classified
into two categories: priority rule-based methods (or constructive
heuristics) and metaheuristic-based approaches (or improvement
heuristics) [17].

The first class of methods always starts with no scheduled
activity. Construction of a complete schedule is controlled by com-
bination of schedule generation scheme [18] and priority rules [17].
The general idea is that the SGS builds a schedule from scratch
taking resource and precedence constraints into account. During
the building process, the SGS upgrades partial schedules until all
activities are scheduled and a complete feasible schedule is gen-
erated. Which activity SGS is going to schedule next depends on
priority rule. In the literature, two different schedule generation
schemes are available: the serial SGS and the parallel SGS. Both
schemes generate feasible schedules but differ in theway activities
and time is handled throughout the procedures. More about SGS
can be found in [18].

The second class of methods is applied to initial complete
solutions with the goal of achieving improvement in terms of a
selected criterion. The main representatives of this category are
genetic algorithms [19,20], tabu search, simulated annealing [21],
ant colony optimization [22] and others.

One of the heuristic methods, that is not mentioned yet, is
Genetic programming (GP). In the last 15 years GP was used in
scheduling and achieved good results. GP has been used for wide
variety of environments like single machine scheduling [23,24],
multiple machine scheduling [25], job shop scheduling [26–28],
unrelated machine environment [29]. In scheduling GP is mostly
used for evolving dispatching rules (priority functions) and re-
cently Branke et al. [30] brought the survey of GP approaches
used in scheduling. Also in literature we can find comparison of
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